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A significant amount of concern has been expressed about all the way in which technical vocational Education training (TVET) is taught in Nigeria and particularly in technical colleges in Niger State. This concern stems partly from the fact that the nation cannot grow its human and material resources effectively without sufficient and well-trained manpower at all educational levels. The findings from this study showed that the teachers of technical colleges in Niger state of Nigeria are not exposed to workshops, seminars, conferences and other means of acquiring basic technical knowledge, skills and attitudes and that innumerable teachers of technical colleges are not competent. It was therefore recommended that all technical teacher training institutions function in performance as a matter of necessity and produce an appropriate curriculum which will take on the necessary skills for our new technical teachers in training and those already in the field through in-service training.

Research Highlights

Technical Vocational Teachers are an uncommon gathering of qualified teachers who have been bolstered in different manners by the Technical Teachers Training Program (TTTP) to learn authoritative aptitude in both these picked fields and general education. These teachers are professionally prepared to instruct the prevocational initial innovation at junior optional schools in the different professional technical education organizations including technical colleges. Sern et al. (2019), broadcasted that in classroom and lab bearings, individual professional technical teachers are explicitly prepared for competency. In this way, teachers should thusly keep up trust in the technical substance just as techniques for upgrading mindfulness on the exhibition of professional technical education

Research Objectives

This review plans to examine the technical and professional education teachers' professional skills: a factor examination of the training needs of technical school teachers in technical colleges in Niger State. Moreover, find out the professional skills training needs of qualified teachers at technical colleges in Niger State and find methodologies and techniques that can be embraced to help the professional skills training required by technical school teachers that will improve or impact students' presentation

Methodology

A survey research method has been utilized for the study. The population of the study involves every single technical instructor in the four-state government technical colleges in Niger State.
There are just 60 able and qualified technical teachers in all the colleges of study. Because of the little size of the population the whole population was utilized for the study.

The study instrument was an organized poll titled, "Professional skills training needs of technical teachers. The validity of "professional training abilities Needs of Technical Vocational Teachers Questionnaire" was validated by two specialists from the division of Industrial and Technology education, Federal University of Technology, Minna. A research associate was designated and qualified to aid the organization and choice of the polls while regulating the instrument. An arrival pace of 100 percent was gone after the instrument. The mean and standard deviation were the key factual instruments utilized for the research data analysis. Imply that dipped under 2.50 was viewed as fundamental, and mean of 2.50 or more was viewed as superfluous. That brought about two choice gatherings. "Need, and not required. on the systems among technical teachers for holding professional competency, imply that 2.50 fell was viewed as significant. Here two gatherings of choices have come about, "huge" and "not pertinent." Professional Competency Assessment Needs of Technical College Teachers in Niger state.

**Results**

Absence of skills required for fruitful guidance as sketched out in things 1-9 are technical skills for gathering fitting learning materials, rehearsing and assessing before genuine educating, helping students in the essential procedure skills of recognizing, grouping and recording basic purposes of guidance, in explicit reasonable methodology, separating research into their segment parts, guidance. Plan and utilize educational materials and instructing hardware to advance learning, keep perilous and inflammable research center materials far from students, build up a connection between data, ideas and skills in a particular field; plan and sort out learning encounters to give learning in the briefest conceivable time and exercises in the most fitting request for sway. Without missing word, the nonappearance of these professional skills would hinder even and vertical explanation inside the education framework and between the school and the work world. This will thusly give space to analysis and preference. Additionally demonstrated that technical school teachers were not empowered or helped in the treatment of explicit direction by universal or nearby specialists and this negates FRN (2004) that prepared professionals utilized outside of education ought to be permitted to instruct in schools. Colleges or other educational organizations in other to all the more intently interface the universe of work to the classroom.

**Findings**

Findings in this paper revealed that it is very well concluded that this carelessness can be because of the disappointment and lacking treatment of the implementers of technical colleges educational programs for the TVET. Their over depends vigorously on custom made training
materials at the expense of the genuine hardware and materials required for guidance as rehearsed in cutting edge nations. In the first place, TVET teachers in technical colleges are for the most part neglected in the plan of things required for competency improvement, especially the individuals who are yet to enter managerial systems.
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